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SAN A FE
VOL. 35.

A

CONGRESS CONYENED

The new goods purchased hy S. Spitz, Uic jeweler, while
cast, are now being placed lor public inspection.
They consist or a line line ordccoratctl ehina and
Xew ideas in silver novelties, ebony and leather
and
goods
faney clocks. These goods in connection
Willi the usual large line of diamonds watches and
jewelry always found In his cases will give the Santa
Te public an opportunity for selection seldom found
outside of the large cities.
glass-war-

e.

QAiLiEitsrTrei
(HOT SIIIsrC3-S.-

)

Large Attendance ot Members and
' Spectators When the Noon Hour
Was Struck.
THE PRESIDENT'S

MESSAGE

Nation's Gratitude to Soldiers and Sailors
in Late War Eeview of Past
Made to
Congress,

versal applause. To those who gained
this complete triumph which established the ascendency of the United States
upon the land, as the fight off Santiago
had fixed our supremacy on the sea, the
earnest and lasting gratitude of the nn- tion nas Ueeu expressed unsparingly
OCCUPATION OP PUEUTO RICO,
"Mth the fall of Santiago the occu
pation ot t'uerto Kieo became the next
strategic necessity. General Miles had
iJieviuiiKiy ueen assigned to organize an
expedition lor that purpose. Fortu
nately, he was already at Santiago
..uric ne iihu urriveu ontnetitnor July
with
for General Shnf.
ter s army. The campaign was prosecuted with great vigor, and on the 12th
of August much of the island was in
our possession, and the acquisition of
the remainder was only a matter of a
snort tune.
LAST SCENE OP THE WAR.
"The last scene of the war was enact
ed at manna, its starting place. On Au
gust I;,, after a . .ef assault upon the
works by land i'orees, in which the
squadron assisted, the capital of the
Philippines surrendered unconditionally. To General Merritt, his officers and
men, for their uncomplaining and dt
oteu services, ior tneir gallantly in
action, the nation is sincerely grateful
Their long vuyage. was made with sin.
gular success, and soldierly conduct of
tne men, ot whom many were without
previous experience in military service,
deserves unmeasured praise. We lost
in Uotti arms of the service, a total of
1Mb killed and wounded, and in the entire campaign, by land and sea, we did
not lose a gun, Hag or transport ship,
and, with the exception of the crew of
the Mernmac, not a soldier or sailor
was taken prisoner by the Spaniards."
REWARD FOR NAVAL OFFICERS.
The president recommends that the
grade ot admiral be temporarily reviv
ed to be filled by those officers who es
peclally distinguished themselves in the
war.
BRAVE MEN WHO WERE NOT ACT
1VELY ENGAGED.
"It Is fitting that I should bear testimony to the patriotism and devotion of
that large portion of our army, which
although eager to be ordered to posts of
greatest exposure, fortunately were not
required outside of the United States.
They did their whole duty, and, like
their comrades at the front, have earned the gratitude of the nation.
"In this connection it Is a pleasure for
me to mention in terms of the most cordial appreciation the timely and useful
work of the American National Red
Cross. In tracing these events we are
constantly reminded of our obligations
to the Divine Master for his watchful
care over us, and his safe guidance for
which the nation makes reverent acand offers
humble
knowledgment
prayer for a continuance of His favor."
GOVERNMENT FOR NEW POSSES:

Washington, Dec. 5, Congress convened promptly at noon, and the galleries of both houses were crowded.
There was a good attendance of senators
and members of tho house. The floral
display was the finest ever seen in both
'
chambers.
IN THE SENATE.
Roll call of the senate developed the
presence of 07 members. The usual res
olution
were
Senators
adopted.
Morrill, of Vermont, and Cockrell. of
Missouri, were named by the vice
president to ioln a like committee from
the house, to call on the president.
Senator McBridc, of Oregon, presented
me creuentiais ot ills newlv e ected
colleague Mr. Simon, to whom the vice
the oath of
president administered
office.

IN THE HOUSE.
At 11:45 the floor of the house was
cleared ot all thoso not entitled to its
privileges. Mr, Dinglev, flour leader or
the majority, and Mr. liailev, the
minority leader, came in simultaneously
from the lobbies. Mr. Dingley crossed
over to tho Democratic sido and shook
hands with his political adversaries. As
the hands of the clock pointed noon,
the speaker pushed through tho green
oaizc doors and ascended the rostrum. A
wave of applause swept tho floor and
the galleries upon his aDuearance.
wnen uenerai Wheeler came in he
was immediately surrounded by half a
nunarea members and received an ova
tlon. The roll call developed the pre
Ojo Caliente, Taos County New Mexico
ence of 207 members. Mr. Dimrlev of
fered tho customary resolution for the
appointment of a committee to wait my
DISASTROUS FIRE IN NEW TORK.
PLEASANTRIES AT PONCE.
on the president.
SIONS.
iho message was rece ved bv bollThe president then refers to the overThree Large Buildings Burned in Business A Native Policeman Wounds Two Kentucky branches
tures for peace made by Spain and
shortly after 1:30.
Center Loss Estimated at
Soldiers and the Whole Force is Bethe protocol, which was presentTHE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE, quotes
as an ultimatum and accepted, deed
'
lieved of Duty.
$7,000,000.
of
tails
the subsequent, action in con5.
Dec.
The
5.
Washington,
New York, Dec.
Fire that broke
president's
Ponce, Puerto Rico, Dec. 5. The message is
very long, nearly 25,000 nection with the evacuation of Puerto
out last night in Rogers, Peet & Co.'s transport Horlln with the 1st
Kentucky worus, ana consists, in the greater Rico, Cuba and the negotiations for
retail clothing store, occupying the five- - regiment and General
of a review of the war and the in
peace, and says: "I trust soon to be able
Guy V. Henry part,
story building: on the southwest corner and stall on board, sailed today for cidents leading up to it. At the outset to lay a definite treaty of peace before
the senate with a review of the steps
of Warren street and Broadway, utterly Newport News via San J nan. General tne president says:
STEADILY INCREASING PROSPER- relating to its signature.
ruined that building and contents in a Burko succeeds General Henry, tho
"I do not discuss at this time the govITY.
short time. Then the flames attacked latter taking command at San Juan.
"Notwithstanding the added burdens ernment of the new possessions which
a
In
disturbance
hero
a
will
come to us as a result of the war
native rendered necessary by the war, the peoSaturday,
the
building of the Home
with Spain. Such a discussion will be
policeman shot at somo United States ple are able to rejoice in a very satisLife Insurance Company, adjoining on soldiers
and wounded two JCentuckitins. factory and steadily increasing oros- - appropriate after the treaty of peace
the south, and gutted the upper ten sto- As it was feared tho soldiers would perity, as evidenced
by the largest vol shall have been ratified. In the mean
ries. The firemen seemed utterly help- retaliate the regiment was conlined to ume or Business ever recorded. Rverv time, and until congress has legislated
manufacture
been
has
less against the flames so far from the Its quarters. Tho native police were
productive, agri- otherwise, it will be my duty to continue the military government which
cultural pursuits have yielded abunground. Next the upper floor of the withdrawn from duty, and a double dant returns,
has existed since our occupation and
the labor fields of indus
Postal Telegraph Company's building patrol of regulars detailed to police tho try nave been rewarded, the revenue give the people of the islands security
on Murray street and Broadway, one of town.
legislation passed by the present con in life and property, and encouragegress has increased the treasury's re- ment under a just, beneficent rule. Soon
the handsomest in the city, burst into
To Go to Manila.
ceipts to an amount beyond that esti- as wo are in possession of Cuba, and the
flames and at midnight was still burnDec. 5. Tho 20th mated by its authorities, the finances Pacific islands, it will be necessary to
Leavenworth,
Kas.,
of the government have been success- - give aid and direction to this people to
ing fiercely. The loss Is at least $7,000,-00- United States
infantry at Fort Leaven- tuny administrated and .its credit ad form a government for themselves. This
worth has orders Indicating it will be vanced to the first rank, while its cur- should be undertaken at the earliest
sent to Manila to relieve one of the volun- rency has been maintained at the moment consistent with safety and asGILLETT IN MEXICO.
teer regiments or increase the force al- world's highest standard. Military serv sured success. It is important that our
ice unuer a common nag and for a relations with these people shall be of
The Kansas Cattleman Shadowed by Detec- ready on the Island of Luzon.
righteous cause has strengthened the the most friendly character, and our
national spirit and served to cement commercial relations close and reciprotives in Chihuahua Will Be Arrested
MILES MAY NOW TESTIFY.
more closely than ever the fraternal cal. It should be our duty to assist in
on Arrival of Officers from States,
bonds between every section of the every proper way to build up the waste
Chihuahua, Mex., Dec. 5. Grant C. Resolution Already Introduced in Congress country."
places oh the island, encourage indusDESTRUCTION OP THE MAINE.
try on the part of the people, and assist
Gillett, the missing cattle plunger,
to Investigate the War Department of
The president
then discussed at them to form a government which shall
whose sudden disappearance so starthe War with Spain,
length the futile efforts of Spain to re- be free and independent, thus realizing
tled the financial world, arrived in
Cuban people.
Washington, Dec. 5. Representative store peace in Cuba, the steps taken by the aspirations of the
huahua on November 23 and left the
this country, the condition of the suf- Spanish rule must be replaced by a
of New York, the ranking Dem
Sulzer,
fering Cubans and the destruction of Just, benevolent, humane government,
morning of the 24th for Durango, where,
Maine, and says: "The created by the people of Cuba, capable
it is stated, he deposited large sums of ocratic member of the house committee" the battleship
finding of the naval board of inquiry of performing all international obligamoney in a bank. He remained only a on military affairs, has Introduced a established that the origin of the explo- tions, and which shall encourage their
and directing sion was
short time in Durango, and bought a resolution "Authorizing
by a submarine mine Industry and prosperity and good will
on military affairs to in- and only external,
halted through lack of posiamong all the inhabitants, whatever
return ticket to Chihuahua. Two prom- the committee
tho
War
department and the tive testimony to fix the responsibility may have been their relations in the
inent business men of this city, came up vestigate
conduct of tho Spanish war."
of its authorship."
Neither revenge nor passion
past.
from Durango on the same train with
should have a place in the new governFAILURE TO AVERT WAR.
ment. Until there Is complete tranTh president then reviews the prephim.
Treasury Estimates.
arations begun for national defense, quillity on the island and a state govGillett is still in the city, but his
0.
In
Dec.
is inaugurated the military Oernment
he
still
Washington,
conformity though
hoped that peace might
whereabouts are unknown except to dewith the law, the secretary of the treas- be preserved in a manner to terminate ccupation will be continued.
FOREIGN RELATIONS .
the chronic conditions and disturbances
tectives, who are closely shadowing
today transmitted to congress esti- In Cuba, but, "grieved and disappoint"With the exception of the rupture,
him. He will be arrested immediately ury
mates of appropriations required for the ed at the barren outcome of my endeavwith
the Intercourse of the'
upon the arrival of authorities from the service of the fiscal year ending Jan- ors to reach a practicable solution, I UnitedSpain,
States with the great family of
states.
uary 30, 1(100, as furnished by tho sev- felt it my duty to remit the whole ques- nations has been marked with cordieral executive departments.
These es- tion to congress." He quotes the mes- ality, and the close of the eventful war
STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO
sage of April 11, and the memorable finds most of the issues that necessarily
timates, including permanent annual resolution
adopted nine days later, as a arise in complex relations with sover8093,048,378
appropriations
aggregate
Bill for Statehood in Preparation Thought as against 898,875,B13, the amount ap- result of which the Spanish minister eign states adjusted and presenting no
was
ordered
by his government to with- serious obstacles to a just and honoraThat Concerted Action on Fart of Both
propriated, including deficiencies and draw from Washington, the Madrid ble solution by amicable agreement."
miscellaneous
for
fiscal
vear
the
1808.
of
PENNSYLVANIA COAL. RIOTS.
the Republicans and Democrats
regarding the act as equivThe estimates for 1809 are S402.047.885. government
Of the conflict at Latimer, Pa., bealent to a declaration of war.
Will Win.
The iollowlng are the estimates furAfter speaking of delaying war meas- tween the striking miners and sheriff's
Special to the New Mexican.
nished bv the secretary of tho treasury ures which subsequently followed, the deputies, in which many of the killed
for appropriations to be mado by con- president briefly recites the salient and wounded were Austrian and HunWashington, Dec. 5. Delegate
features of the conflict that ensued. Of garian subjects, he says:
has arrived here and is busily gress;
event
"This deplorable
VICTORY AT MANILA
naturallyn
Estimates Kstimates onDEWEY'S
the bill to admit
engaged in
May 1, he says: "The effectof this re- aroused the solicitude of the
for 1900.
for 1899. markable
New Mexico to the sisterhood of states.
our
of
the
victory upon
government, which, on the
spirit
He did not get the committee on terri- Legislative estab- 114,470,994 $4,405,532 people and upon the fortunes of war assumption that the killing and woundwas instant. The prestige of invincilishments.
ing involved an unjustifiable misuse of
tories to report the bill favorably at the
estab2,308,112
2,025,484 bility thereby attached to our arms, authority, claimed reparation for the'
last session. Joseph and Catron both Executive
continued
which
the
The federal executive took
sufferers.
strugthroughout
lishment.
gle. Only a reluctance to cause a need- appropriate steps to learn the merits of
passed the bill in the house when they Judicial establish
707,020
082,080 less loss
of life and property prevented the case. The sheriff and his deputies
represented the territory as delegates,
ments.
the easily storming and capture of the having been indicted for murder, tried
and got favorable reports in the senate. Foreign inter1,540,428 city, and there was absolute military and acquitted, and, with all these facts
1,538,028
course.
Delegate-elePerea and Hon. T, B.
occupation of the whole group of isl- In our possession, this government exCatron are both expected to arrive here Military estab- 145,119,431 24,020,043 ands. The insurgents invested Manila, pects to reach an harmonious underfrom the northern and eastern sides, standing on the subject with that of
lishments.
today to lend their influence toward sethe
y
, notwithstanding
by Admiral
Naval establish39,114,052 29,929,539 but were constrainedMerritt
from at- renewal of the claim of the latter, after
curing statehood It is believed that
Dewey and General
ment.
infor
of
fortifications.
It
to
assail
the
the
with the Democrats and Republicans
result
the
trial,
learning
Indian affairs. .
7,375,617 tempting
009,310
was fitting that whatever was to be demnity for its injured subjects."
both working for statehood, It can be Pensions
145,233,830 141,255,750 done In any way, the decisive operaTHE NICARAGUA CANAL.
secured. The friends of the movement Public works. .
50,927.080 73,304,134 tions in that quarter should be accomIn mentioning the construction of the
in the territory should write to senators Postal service.
5,048,112 plished by the strong arm of the United canal, the president says the Nicaragua
4,207,888
canal commission's report will be laid
and congressmen, urging it; also write miscellaneous
37,314.303 35,180,402 States alone.
OF
CERVERA'S before congress, and says: "All cir117,830,220 DESTRUCTION
to their friends in the states to do the Permanent
FLEET.
cumstances suggest the urgency of
al apprlatlous.
same. Mr. ' Fergusson says that he is
Of the naval engagement off Santiago some definite action by congress this
. . . . 593,04c,37S 402,047,885
Grand
totals
hereso
and
will
conspic3, he says: "Where all
session, if the labors of the past are to
entirely out of politics
Appropriations for military establish- July
themselves, from be utilized and the linking of the Atdistinguished
uously
after give all his attention to his mining ments
1899
for
amounted to $287,841,-44(- the commanders to the gunners and the lantic and Pacific oceans by a practiInterests in Colorado and New Mexico.
naval establishments, $107,810,408. unnamed heroes in the boiler rooms, cal water way may be realized. That
President McKlnley'a annual message
each and all contributing toward the the construction of such a maritime
caused the greatest interest in all
achievement of this astounding victory, highway Is now, more than ever, IndisPECOS VALLEY & NORTHEASTERN RY. for which neither ancient nor modern pensable to that intimate and ready
cles.
complete- Intercommunication between our easthistory affords a parallel In marvelous
ern and western seaboards, demanded
ness of the event and the
Goods
Toys.
Holiday
of casualties, it would by the annexation of the Hawaiian isldisproportion
"
An elegant line at the right prices Time card In effect October
out any for spe- ands and the prospective expansion of
30, 1898 be invidious to single
Come early and get
has re. our influence and commerce to the Pa
Deserved
now on exhibition.
promotion
cial
honor.
Leave
Pecos,
Tex.,
(Central
Time):
dally warded the more conspicuous actors, cific, and that our national policy now,,
the cream ol the assortment.
a.
4:00
at
at
m.,
except
arriving
the nation's profoundest gratitude more Imperatively tnan ever, cans ior
Santa Fe Mercantile Co. Roswell,Sunday
N. M., at 1:00 p. m. Leave and
Is due all those brave men, who, by its control by this government, are
at
N,
M.,
Roswell,
Sunday
except
dally
their
skill and devotion, in a few short propositions which I doubt not congress
Code of Civil rToeedurc.
9:50 a. m., arriving at Pecos, Tex., at hours crushed the sea power of Spam will duly appreciate and wisely act upterIn
the
attorney
Every practicing
8:15 p. m., connecting with the Texas & and wrought a triumph whose decisiveon."
CHINESE MARKETS.
ritory should have a copy of the New Pacific Ky., for all points north, south, ness and far reaching effects can
Mexico Code of Civil Procedure, bound east and west. The president recommends an apscarcely be measured. Nor can we be
blank
for a commission to stuoty
unmindful of the achievements of ouf
in separate
form with alternate
...
Stages for Lincoln, White Oaks and builders, mechanics and artisans for propriation
r
' .
t
men-ca- n
commercial and Industrial condithe
WedonRoswell
jages tor annotations, xno mew
Nogal leave
Mondays,
their skill In the construction of our tions of the Chinese empire, and report
Printing company has such an edi
and Fridays at 7 a. m.
war ships.
as to the opportunities for and the obtion on sale at the following prices: nesdays
low rates and information regard-Inf- ,
For
SURRENDER OP SANTIAGO.
stacles to enlarging the markets of
law
full
Leatherette binding, $1.25;
,
the resources of this valley, and the
The capitulation of Santiago follow- China for the raw products and manuof officers and factures of the United States and says:
sheep, 82; flexible morocco, $2.50.
price of lands, or any other matters of ed. The Individual valor
soldiers was never more strikingly "War ships have been stationed at Tien
ntorest to the public, apply to
In
several
the
engagements Tsln In order to be the more ready to
shown than
D. H. NICHOLS,
Freih Candles just received at Fisch.observe the disorders which have Inlending to the surrender of Santiago,
Superintendent,
while the prompt movements and suc- vaded even the Chinese capital and so
er Ik Co'b.
M.
uni
won
instant
and
cessive victories
Kddy.N.
as to be In a position to net should need
Celebrated Hot
are located In the midst of the Ancient
THESE Dwellers, twenty-liv- eSprings)
miles west of Taos, mid fifty miles north of
Fe, and about twelve miles from Knrranca Station on the Denver
A Rio Urande Railway, from which point a daily line of stages run to the
Springs. The temperature of these waters is from W)0 to 3220. The gases
are carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet, Climate very dry and delightful the year
round. There is now a commodious hotel for the convenience of invalids
and tourists. These waters contain 1686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon: being the richest alkaline Hot Springs in the world. The efficacy
of these waters has been thoroughly tested by the miraculous cures attested to in the following diseases: Paralysis. Rheumatism. Nniimliriu
Consumption. Malaria, Bright's Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and
Mercurial Airections, scroruia, Catarrh, ba lirippo, all Female Com- cw, uubiu, uuugmg mm nui'iiiii, 5.;i per uay. iteauceu
tju.iiiia,
rates
given by the month. This resort is attractive at all seasons and is
open all winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliento can leave Santo Ke at 10:08
a. m. and reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m. the same day. Fare for the round
1.1
t
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The president recommends a new
while a guard of marines has
been sent to Pekin to afford our minis
building for the department of justice.
ter the same measure of authoritative He aNo approves the recommendations
protection as the representatives of af the secretary of the navy for an inother nations have been accorded."
crease in the navy.
THE PARIS EXPOSITION.
The president says that Commissioner PUBLIC LANDS AND RESERVATIONS.
feck's report will call for an increase-e- d
arise,

appropriation for the Paris exposi
tion of $1,1100,1,00 at least, so that not only
may the assigned space be fully taken
up by the best possible exhibits of every
class, but that (he preparation and in
stallation may be on so perfect a scale
as to rank among the first.
RELATIONS WITH GREAT BRIT
AIN.
"Our relations with Great Britain
have continued on the most friendly
footing. It will give me special satisfaction if I shall be authorized to communicate your favorable conclusion on
the pending negotiations with Great
Britain in respect to the dominion of
Canada. It is the earnest wish that
this government remove all sources of
discord and irritation in our relations
with neighboring countries.
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.
"The commissioners to confer and
recommend to congress such legislation
concerning the Hawaiian Islands as
they should deem necessary, having
fulfilled the mission confided to them,
their report will be laid before you at
and early day. It is believed their recommendations will have that earliest
consideration due the magnitude of the
responsibility resting upon you to so
shape the relations of those
lands to our home union as will benefit
both in the highest degree, realizing
the aspirations of the community that
has cast its lot with us and elected to
share out political heritage, while at
tho same time justifying the foresight
of those who, for
of a
century, have looked to the assimilation
of Hawaii as a natural and inevitable
consummation, in harmony with our
needs and in fulfillment of our cherishic

three-quarte-

ed

traditions."

IUO GRANDE WATER RIGHTS.
'The Mexican water boundary com
mission adjusted all matters submitted
to it to the satisfaction of both governments, save in three important cases,
that of Chamizal, at El Paso, Tex.,
where two commissioners failed to
agree and wherein, for this case only,
this government has proposed to Mex
ico the addition of a third member and
the proposed elimination of what are
known as the,"Bancos." small, isolated
islands formed by cutting off of bends
in the Rio Grande from the operation of
the treaties of 1SS4 and 1889, recommended by the commissioners and ap
proved by this government, but still under consideration by Mexico; and the
subject of the equitable distribution of
the waters of the Rio urande, for
which the commissioners have recommended an international dam and res
ervoir, are approved by Mexico, but
still under consideration by this government. Pending these questions, it
is necessary to extend the life of the
commission, which expires December
23, next."
CZAR'S PEACE PROPOSAL.
Of the proposal of the czar for a gen
eral reduction of the vast military estab
lisliments the message says: "The active
military force of the United States as
measured by our population, territorial
area, and taxablo wealth, is and under
any conceivable prospective conditions,
must continue to be in the time of peace
so conspicuously less than that of the
armed powers to 'Thorn the czar's appeal
Is especially addressed, that the question
can have for lis no practical Importance,
save as marking an auspicious step
toward the betterment of tho condition
of
of modern peoples, the cultivation
peace and good will among them, tint
nans
a
as
even in this view it behooves
tion to lend countenance and aid to the
benollccnt project.''
EXEMPTIONS FROM SEIZURE ON
THE SEAS.
The president suggests that the ex
ecutive be authorized to correspond with
tho governments of the principal maritime powers with a view of incorporating into the permanent law of the civilized nations the principle of exemption
of all private property at sea, not contraband of war, from capture, or destruc
tion by belligerent powers.
NATIONAL FINANCES.
The president says the per capital
circulation was 825.00 on December 1,
1808, and continuing savs: "The pro
vision made for strengthening tho resources of the treasury In connection
with tho war, has given an increased
confidence In the purpose and power of
the government to maintain the present
standard and establish more firmly than
ever national credit at home and abroad.
Marked evidence of this Is found In the
inflow of gold to tho treasury, and I renew so much of my recommendation of
'That
December, ISO", as follows:
when any United States notes aro pre
sented for redemption and are redeemed
In gold, such notes shall be kept and set
apart "and only paid out in exchange for
gold.' Tho president adds: "The com
panion proposition that our domestic
paper currency shall be kept safe, and
yet be so regulated to the needs of our
industries and internal commerce as to
be adequate and responsive to such
needs, is a proposition scarcely loss Important, and the subject, In all Its parts,
s commended to the wise consideration
of congress."
NEW MARITIME POLICY NEEDED.
."The ancxation of Hawaii and the
changed relations of tho United States
to Cuba, Puerto Rico and the Philippines, resulting from tho war, compel
tho prompt adoption of a maritime
policy, by frequent steamship communication, to be encouraged by the United
States under the American flag with the
newly acquired islands.
PREVENTION OF YELLOW FEVER.
"In my last annual message, I recommended that congress authorize the
appointment of a committee for the
purpose of making sytematic Investigations with reference" to the cause and
of yellow fever. This matter
Ereventlon
increased Importance," as
a result of the military occupation ot
Cuba, and tho commercial Intercourse
between this island and the United
States which wo have reason expect."
LARGER STANDING ARMY NEEDED
"The importance of legislation for the
permanent Increase of. the army is
manifest and the recommendation of
the secretary of war for that purpose
has my unqualified approval.
There
can bo no question that at this time,
In
some
for
and probably
time
the future, 100,000 men will be none to many
to meet the requirements of the situation. It Is mv purpose to muster out
the entire volunteer army so soon, as
congress shall provide for tho Increase
In

the regular establishment."
THE PACIFIC RAILROADS.

The president says: "It is gratifying
to know that the result of tho proceedings against the Union Pacific system
and the Kansas Pacific line is that the
government has received on account of
Its subsidy claim the sum of $04,751,-223.7an Increase of $18,097,10.1.75 over
comthe sum which the
mittee originally agreed to pay for the
joint property.'

"The public- lands disposed of by the
government during the year reached
8.4.r,:i.8Hti.H2
acres, an increase of
acres over the previous year. Two
new reserves were created during the
year, the Pine Mountain and Zaea Lake
reservation in California, embracing
1.644.5H4 acres, and the Prescott reservation in Arizona, embracing 10,240
acres, while the Pecos River reservation in New Mexico has been enlarged
to include 120.000 additional acres.
INDIAN TERRITORY MATTERS.
"1 cannot too strongly indorse
the
recommendation of the Dawes commission and the secretary of the interior
for tile necessity of providing schools
for the 30,000 white children, residents
of the Indian territory."
CONGRESSIONAL
CELEBRATION.
The president refers to the fact that
on November 17, 1800, congress first met
in Washington, and says: "The movement lately instituted by citizens to
have the anniversary celebrated with
fitting ceremonies, including, perhaps,
the establishment of a handsome and
permanent memorial to mark so his
toric an occasion, and give it more than
local recognition, met with general favor on the part of the public. I recommend to congress the granting of an
appropriation for this purpose and the
appointment of a committee from its
respective bodies."
ALIEN CONTRACT LAW.
'The alien contract law is shown bv
experience to need some amendments;
a measure providing better protection
for seamen is proposed, and a rightful
law for
application of the eight-hou- r
the benefit of labor and of the princl- e of arbitration are suggested for con
sideration, and I recommend these sub
jects to the careful consideration of
congress."
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
Regarding the work of the Depart
ment of Agriculture the president says:
"The forestry division of the depart
ment is giving special attention to the
treeless regions of our country and introducing species of trees especially
regions. The
adapted to the semi-ari- d
department is inquiring into the use
and abuse of water in many of the
western states, collating information
regarding the laws in different states
the decisions of the courts and the customs of tho people In this regard, so
uniformity may be secured.
BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY.
have been con
Wide experiments
ducted to ascertain the suitableness us
to the soil and climate of the different
states for the growing of sugar beets.
The number of sugar factories has been
doubled in the past two years, and the
ability of the United States to produce
Its own sugar from this source has been
clearly demonstrated."

Baking Powder
Made from pure
cream of tartar.

Safeguards the food
against alum.
Alum baking powders are the greatest
menacers to health of the present day.
HOVAL

MIONQ POWOtB

FOB

CO., NEW YORK.

BT

SALE

H. B. CARTWRICHT

BRO.

&

The Conference Still Conferring.
Paris, Dec. 5. The American peace
commission had a long conference beginning at 10 o'clock, and met the
Spanish commissioners at 3 o'clock. The
Americans had
apparently changed
the form if not the substance of some of
their demands, as the result of their deliberations of the past three days. Secretary Moore of the United States commission, was engaged for into the night in
revising a draft of the treaty, and
commissioners say it is possible, though Improbable today in joint
session to settle all the open questions
in substance, leaving only the wording
of the treaty for discussion.
More Vessels Blown Ashore,
Booth Bay Harbor. Me., Dee. 5. A
heavy blow last night drove several
vessels ashore at various points along
the coast.
AGAINST THE TERRITORY.

-

Decision of Supreme Court on Taxation of
Bailroads Sustained by United States
Supreme

Dec. 5. In the supreme
court today, an opinion was entered by
Justice McKenna in the case of the
Territory of New Mexico against the
United Slates Trust Company and receiver of the Atlantic & Pacific Railway. The case involved the right of
territorial authorities to tax improvements of the railroad company on the
right of way without taxing the right of
MARKET EXPORT.
way itself. The decision did not sustain this contention, but affirmed the
New York, Doc. 5. Money on call decision
of the territorial court adverse
nominally 23i per cent. Prime mer to taxation on a concession.
4.
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More Wintry Grief.
York, Dec. 5. A severe
and sleet storm last night played
with the telegraph wires running
Xew York, especially in the lake
from liiiflalo to Chicago.
Xew
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Stayed Up All Night.
LAMPOORPa
Xew York, Dec. 5. All last night
SACRANieiNTO
MDUNWINS
2,000 or more persons remained in MadiGn4 Scfnny , Suptrlj, Mum, Oiy Winfer Onnafc,
son Sipiare Garden watching the
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New Yorkers Gone to Cuba.
Fru Hotntsleadi m tyovrrtiim of ftite lnis
Savannah, (la.. Dee. 5. The trans- and abvrxfanr
ramfal' , an NloniWvitftbriKa .
port Minnewaska with the 202nd New
Fvit Gmrt'ng end Qusines lOftmmy
York Infantry sailed today, for Pinar
9f all klncU
.
4fr
AT THIS THRIVING UTTtr ClTY
del liio.

Disastrous Fire in Indiana.
Frankton, Ind., Dec. 5. Frankton had
a most disastrous fire today in which
Newton Wallace was killed and Dan
Bradley fatally injured. The Commercial block, containing six business
houses, and the opera house were de-
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stroyed, entailing a loss of
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Renldenl Agents
S. E. LAMiARD,
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Santa Fe New Mexican

construction of the Nicaragua canal,
Its naval necessity is recoenlzed as being no less pressing than its commer

There is no reason, however, why
an avenue of communication, a new
route of transportation so valuable to
the United States as that one is sure to
become, should not be utilized by the
American people to the fullest extent.
Were that canal now in existence,
while it might be helpful to American
interests and commerce, to the Imports
and exports of the nation, there would
be no particular benefit to American
shipping, for the reason that American
shipping is not extensive enough to par
ticipate in its benefits, and it is to be
wondered if that shipping will be on
the seas when the canal is completed.
If five years are consumed In the con
struction of the canal, that period will
be too short for American shipping to
have succeeded to any great portion of
the carrying of American imports and
exports under present conditions. True,
there is at the present time great activity In ship building in American yards,
but it will require a long time to construct, vessels in sufficient number to
carry the commerce of the United
States in American bottoms. Also,
while the United States is able to build
ships as cheaply as other nations, it Is
not being done, and the changes made
in that way the past decade will have
to be carried to a greater length than
they have. The ship builders of Europe
are Intrenched and backed up with almost unlimited capital, have mastered
every detail of the mazy intricacies of
the business, to all of which the great
e
majority of the American builders
strangers.
comparative
The opportunity for American ships
to share in the vast business which the
Nicaragua canal is expected to develop
should not be lost sight of or sidetracked by congress. The construction of
the canal and the revival of American
shipping should go hand in hand.

cial.
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The number of regiments under orders to proceed to Cuba seems to indicate that before many more days roll
'round that island will bid farewell to
Spanish rule forever. And then the
jiroblem of a government for the Cubans will have to be worked out. Will
it be annexation to the United States
or absolute independence? Time alone
can tell.
Peace has been arranged between the
United States and Spain, but the war
of words between commanders and admirals continues. Historians, in writwar in the
ing of the American-Spanis- h
years to come, will be compelled to be
very careful not to get the battles between American and Spanish troops
and the encounters between American
army and navy officers mixed. The affair is pretty well confused, as it is,
without adding the proceedings of
gab-fest-

s.

The matter of amending the laws
governing the assessment of property
and the collection of taxes is one of
the gravest importance to the territory,
and the coming legislature should take
hold of the matter without fear or favor. The good name and credit of the
18 counties in New Mexico and of the
territory itself depend upon a careful
and honest assessment and collection
of the taxes, and the dodger must be
placed in a position where he will either pay up promptly or lose his property.

In this era of expansion New Mexico
ought to come in for her share of development and growth. There is but one
way, to accomplish that result, and that

is for the 33d legislative assembly to
enact laws which will give outside capital confidence in the territory; in other
words, nothing but good and beneficial
laws must be permitted to go upon the
territorial statutes by the legislature.
There, is one thing to be thankful for:
The men who have been elected to the
legislature are wWl known and Rave
demonstrated in the past that they
have the good of New Mexico at heart.
to be decidAbout
ed by Uncle Sam is that of Germany's
intentions regarding the Philippine islands. It is asserted in Hongkong that
the Germans are hostile to the insur
gents, while in Manila it is announced
that the sympathies of the, kaiser are
Under such cir
with the Filipinos.
cumstances it might be a wise Idea to
allow Admiral Dewey to take the matter in hand, and in his characteristic
way determine the question in a manner which would remove all doubt. The
admiral would decide the matter in a
short time if placed under his management.
The movement for statehood is gaining strength every day. Congress convened in Washington at noon today,
and the friends of statehood in
New Mexico who have acquaintances
among the members of that body should
lose no time in bringing what influence
they have to bear on congressmen and
senators to secure the admission of the
territory as a state. A long pull, a
strong pull and a pull all together, will
secure the much desired change in the
government of New Mexico.
The reports comingfrom the beet sufr-a- r
factory at Eddy show thai the success of the season of lVjs has been beThe factory is
yond all expectation.
shipping sugar by the car load to all the
towns in the southern part of the territory, into Texas and the south generally. It is estimated that it will require
623 factories the size of the one at Eddy
to supply the demand for sugar in the
United States, without taking into consideration the constant increase in the
demand. Santa Fe ought to be the location of one of that number of factories'. Conditions in this city and surrounding country are more favorable
for the growing of beets and the manufacture of Bugar than anywhere else in
the whole country, and the business men
and property owners of the city will be
guilty of gross business neglect and
foresight if they do not at once take
hold of the matter and secure a factory
In the near future. There Is no time like
the present to start the enterprise.

If the members of the 33d legislative
assembly, which convenes the third
Monday of next month, will provide for
a constitutional convention, to be held
some time the coming summer, a long
step toward securing statehood for New
Mexico will be taken. One of the things
necessary In this matter Is to convince
the eastern members of congress that
the people of the territory are In earnest In the matter of statehood, and the
most convincing argument that can be
presented will be to prepare a constitution and submit It to a vote of the
people the coming fall. New Mexico is
entitled to a standing among the states
as a section of wonderful natural resources, of great possibilities In the way
of development, but that standing will
not be granted unless a determined effort Is made to secure It.'
The Niciraaus Canal.

At the coming session of congress, so
the general opinion seems to bs, the
United States will be committed to the
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Normal School
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HEART OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOL

LODGE

A professional training course for teachers.
Diploma
certificate to teach in any ol the public schools of New Mexico.
ACADEMIC A broad general course. Diploma admits to all lead

STBVUNS,

COMMERCIAL

thorough training course for business life,
actual business, stenography, penmanship, commercial law, &c.
A
PREPARATOR1
thorough course in the commercial branches
for those who have not had the benefit of graded school advantages.
MODEL SCHOOLS An auxiliary to the normal course. A school
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for children of all grades.
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tlic leading normal schools,
faculty or specialists from
leges and universities of America.
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Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, N. M. Land and
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ly. The two papers each week give the complete news of that
week from all parts of the world, so selected and arranged as
to prcscrvo the thread of events from issue to issue. The preparation of THE
NEWS in this form involves an immense amount of labor and expense, and comdollar-a-yeprises the most complete and comprehensive NEWS SERVICE of any
publication in the United States, if not in the world.
is equally as pre-eThe Weekly
AS A
nent. It is morallv clean, and may be read without
JOURNAL tamination by all the members of any family. It contains
the very cream of current literature and the best pictorial
Illustrations.
Its departments devoted to "The Home," "For Women,' "Agricultural News," "The Farm, Garden and Dairy" are each of the highest grade,
and its MARKET REPORTS are correct and complete in every- detail.
is a complete newspaper,
IN A WORD The Weekly
prepared and printed for the intelligent and thoughtful people.
We have confidence in its ability to speak for itself, and will cheerfully mail a
SAMPLE COPY, free of charge, upon receipt of request. Address,
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Attorneys and Counselors at Law, Silver City,
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(Jourts. (jommisglouor iourt or Claims.
Collections and title searching. Rooms 8 and
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Roswell, New Mexico.
Session Begins September, 'OS, Ends June, 90.
Five Teachers (Men), and Matron. Accommodations for 800 Students.
New Buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and complete;
all conveniences.
baths,
water-work-

Tuition, board, and laundry, $230 per session. Tuition alone
60 per session
Session is thrno terms, thirteen weeks each.
resort, 3,700 feet above sea level;

Roswell Is a noted health
excellent people.

John W. Poc, Roswell,
Nathan Jaffa, Roswell,

S.

R.

Hamilton, Roswell,

J. C. Lea, Roswell,

0. Cameron, Eddy.
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Largest Stock m the City.
MY HOLIDAY FURNITURE JUST

RECEIVED.

OFFICE FITTINGS.

Filing cabinets of ever' descripnlen,
tion, document boxes andblank
hole casei, legal
pigeon office
ticklers and every
cases,
conceivable kind of office fittings
and furniture can be bad of the
New Mexican Printing company.
Write for descriptive, lllustratid
pamphlets.

i,

Monogram Mote Paper.

Monogram note paper Is the correct
The
thing for private correspondence.
New Mexican Printing company can
furnish the latest styles of this paper
and at very low prices. Call and see
samples.

-

PECOS VALLEY

& NORTHEASTERN

RY.

Tbe New Mexico Railway

Blank mortgages of all descrip
tions fit the new Mexican Printing ir- -

flee.

Notarial' Records.
The New Mexican Printing company
has on sale blank records for the use of
notaries public, with the chapter of the
Compiled laws governing notaries, print
ed In the front. Will be delivered at any
postoffice or express office on receipt of

RID GRANDE

& SANTA
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Time card In effect October 30, 1898
(Central Time): Leave Pecos, Tex., daily
except Sunday at 4:00 a. m., arriving at
Roswell, N. M., at 1:00 p. m. Leave
Roswell, N. M., daily except Sunday at
9:50 a. m., arriving at Pecos, Tex., at
8:15 p. m., connecting with the Texas &
Pacific Ry., for all points north, south,
east and west.
Stages for Lincoln, White Oaks and
Nogal leave Roswell on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 7 a. m.
For low rates and information regarding the resources of this valley, and the
price of lands, or any other matters of
ntete st to the public, apply to
D. H. NICHOLS,

DENVER

& RIO GRANDE

It Is a Pleasure to
Show Goods.
Give me a Call.

Prices Never before Equalled in Santa Fe.
I will furnish your house from the parlor to the kitchen on easy payalso carry a full
ments. Highest price paid for second hand goods..
linn of picture frames and moldings.

The El Paso & Northeastern R'y
AND

The El Paso & Northeastern

AST BOUND

No.4M.
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12:08pm

J

dailv. excent Sundav.
Connection can bo made at Alamo- gordo with stages for La Liu, Tularosa
and the White Oaks country.
A. S. GrriOj
General Superintendent
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MSUNTMN RMXMY.
At Antonlto for Durango, Silverton
and all points In the San Juan country.
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San Luis valley.
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At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Denver v ith all Missouri river lines for al
poin s east.
Through passengers from Santa Fe fW HsmtalsadJ m ffowrlojnt f trtilt lamb
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you can reach the
vary heart of Mexico.
Tbe Mexican Central
Railway Is standard
gauge throughout and
offers all conveniences
of modern railway travel. For rates
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R. R.

To accommodate the public will carry
freight and passengers on its construction trains to and from the end of its
track (86 miles).
Daily Except Sunday.
Commencing September 23, trains will
leave EI Paso at 10:30 a. m and returning will leave Alamogordo at 3 p. in.,

Bddy.N.M.

U

& CoaTCo.

CONSTRUCTING

Superintendent,

The Beente Haute or tbe World.
Tim Table No. 40.

PavidS.Lowitzki,i

M. 91.

S. E. LANEARD,

Insurance Agent. Office: Griffin Building, Palace avenue. Represents the largest comHomeseeker's Excursions.
iu the territory of
Sanies doingin business
From all principal points in the oast
both life, fire and accident
insurance.
homeseekers tickets will bo on sale at
ono fare plus $2 for the round trip, to
all points on tho A., T. & S. F. Ry.,
Santa Fo Pacific and Southern Pacific
DENTISTS.
R. K. Tickets will be on sale October
4 and 18, November 1, November 15,
D.W.MANLEY,
December 6, December 20. Good for reDentist. Office, Southwest Corner of Plaia, turn on
any Tuesday or Friday within
over Flsoher's Drug Store.
21 days from date of sale.
For particulars call on agents of the Santa Fe
H. S. Lutz, Agent.
route.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Santa Fo, N. M.
W. J. Black, G. P. A.,
Appearance bonds, appeal
FOR SALE.
Topoka, Kas.
official bonds, and bonds to keeD
the peaoe at the New Mexican Printing Com

OR SALE

DIE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO ESTABLISHED
AND SUPPORTED BY THE TERRITORY.

First Furniture
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E

EDWARD L, BARTLETT,
Lawyer Santa Fe, New Mexico. Office in
Block.
Catron

CONWAY

GlSfflfi id

Store You Come to
on 'Frisco Street.

E. MILSTED,

FRANK

Stop

i

MAX. FROST,

at Law, Santa Ft,

T. F. Conway,

household line. Sold on easy payments.

--

TRAVELERS

SPACIOUS SAMPLE BOOMS FOB. COMMERCIAL

Mexioo.

The only house in the city that carries everything in the

For particulars address:

On the European Plan, or Board anl Room 1.50 to $3 per
day. Special ratc by the week.

supreme ana an msxriot courts oi aew

harles Wagner,

.1.

Proprietor.

Mud

SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.

3T SIXTEEN

Office

steam-hoate-

ft

The Timmer House

S AT LAW.

ICHAS. A. SPIESS.
District Attorney for the First Judicial Dis.
trict. Practices in all the courts of the N.Territory. Office Griffin Block. Santa Fe, M,

Woodcnwarc, Hardware, Lamps, etc.

Dailt Nw MsnoA w
at th Hotel WaUlngtta,

GLOBE-DEMOCRA-

Attorney

Large stock ol Tinware,

Transient and Permanent

emi-wcck- ly

col-

a.n.

3?.

SANTA FE LODGB No. 2. K. of P.

HEWE IT, Pres.

Practical Einltalnier and
Funeral Director.

D. C.
Washington,
First Class Restaurant

per day and Upward.

Cafe.
American Plan, 11.00 par day aad Upward.
Guests.

ggprrj.

MYRTLE BEBEKAH LODGE, No. 9. 1. O. O.
F. : Regular meeting first and third Tuesday
of each month at Odd Follows' hall. Tisitlng
.
brothers and sisters weloome.
THBRESA hbwhaliIj, nyww
"""

' ADDRESS ALL INQUIRIES TO

L.

Kecoruing

CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT No. 3, I.O. ().
r . : iteguiar eomiDumvaviuu
";; :
T
fourth Tuesday of each month at Odd Fel
lows' hall; visiting pairiarcns
HUB.
VZWWwmw,
A.
l
A. F. Easlbt, Soribe.

K. OF

lng colleges and universities.
3

European Plan. 11.00

brothers always welcome.

life
2

0.O. F.,meet
every jnuniw
uaa rmiuw.
at
inp
No. 2, 1.

mm. l IT TnnnD KTn Q T ft f V IT, fit
every Friday evening in Odd Fellows hall
wramr urum...
San Francisco street.
W. J. Taylok, N. G.
come.
W. H. Woodwabd, Secretary.

SYSTEM."

NOR1IAL

1

15 th Street, Near U. S. Treasury,

L. M. FITCH,

3T.

PARADISE

"THE

'

Addison Walkkb,
Keooraer.

I.

Mew Mexico

formerly Weloker't.

American and European Plant.

a. DAVIS,

Santa Fe Commandery No. 1,
The
K. T. Regular conclave fourth ml
lla
month at MaMonday In each
:H0
7
sonic Hall at
p. m.
J. B, Bkady, B. C.

4t.

WELLINGTON- -

HOTEL

Masonio Hall

F.
,.

For prices inquire of
SAXTA FE.

A

1,

Regular comfirst Monday In

J. B. Brady,
Secretary.

2.813

GRANT RIVENBIJRC, Agent.

A A. M.

munication
each month
ittt 7 :30 p. m.

Containing free Carbonic Acid Gas.

5

Profiting By Experience.

Montezuma Lodge No.

F.

As Analyzed by Professor Elwyn Waller, Ph. D., Analytical Chemist, New
York City, is Found to Contain iu Grains to the Pint of Water:
Sodium Chloride
2.993
- 1.33G
Potassium Sulphato
Sodium Sulphate
1.2(58
- 5.083
Sodium Carbonate
.089
Lithium Carbonate
- 8.635
Calcium Carbonate
- 2.085
Magnesium Carbonate
.003
Iron Oxide
.009
Alumina
.313
Silica

v.--

There has been a marked improve
ment in the health of the army within
the last two months, as shown by the
latest reports to the surgeon general
from the field and the general hospitals.
This is encouraging
intelligence and
shows that even the airing of soiled
army linen before the president's committee of Investigation has taught a
useful and instructive lesson. As fur
ther proof of this, the reports state that
the hospitals at Chickamauga, Lexington, Ky., and Jacksonville, Fla., have
been emptied and abandoned. Moreover, the hospital train that has carried
nearly 4,000 patients from the camps to
the general hospital is now lying idle
at Washington. The general hospital
at Fort McPherson, Ga has only 200
patients, and 423 beds are vacant, and
the general hospital at Fort Myer, Va.,
has 350 vacant beds and but 162 patients. The hospital at Fortress Monroe has 400 vacant beds, and the hospital at Fort Thomas, Ky., has 371 patients and 103 vacant beds.
The gist of the situation is that after
these seven months of hard experience,
the volunteer troops especially are
learning how to live In the field, their
cooks are learning how to properly attend to their duties, how to prepare
food so that it can be properly digested.
Moreover, the Soldiers are learning the
necessity of governing their habits according to the requirements of camp
life, they are more abstemious, realize
more the necessity of keeping themselves clean, how to draw their rations
and to otherwise so observe the hygienic condition of success in preservation of health as to reduce sickness to
its lowest terms.
The agitation and
publication of abuses by the press,
though often grossly exaggerated, have
made both staff and line appreciate how
necessary It is to learn and carry out
the natural requirements of army life
in the mess room, and in the police du
ties of the camps, as well as using good
horse sense in location of camps, providing them with good water, and so
regulating drainage as to leave the men
in undeflled surroundings.
A disturbing factor largely removed is the decrease of homesickness and a heartier
realization that the calls of country demand self sacrifice for the time bing.
Discontent has, too, been a factor in
producing sickness. Men enlisted with
the expectation of immediately engaging in conflict. In stead of that, the
vast bulk of the volunteers were herded
in great camps, where the inexperience
of the volunteer staff gave the troops
the best of reasons for fault finding and
discontent. Comparatively few volunteer commands have seen fighting, and
the sudden disappointment of hopes
raised to a high pitch had undoubtedly
its deteriorating effect on the moral ,nd
physical condition of the men.
While there is a disposition to criticise unfavorably the work of the commission, "it has brought to light conditions that would otherwise have remained concealed, and the lessons to he
learned from past mistakes have not
been overlooked. In the first place, the
army staff needs thoroughly overhauling, it needs a judicious weeding out,
the situation demands that only those
officers who are proficient In their duties shall be retained, and a reorganization on the best models offered by the
long established armies of foreign nations. An immense amount of trouble
would have been avoided in the beginning and many valuable lives and
much property saved had not the sons,
of
and uncles
cousins
brothers,
and influential
politiprominent
with
been
turned
loose
cians
to
make
confusion
commissions
worse confounded by their lack of military knowledge in the administration,
of the
or, rather, maladministration,
great camps. The Increase In the quartermaster's and commissary's departments, should hav'e been made up of
promotions from the enlisted men of the
line who for years had been training In
these duties, and could and would have
performed them faithfully and well.
That this policy will be more favorably
considered In' the future seems evident,
and the president Is certainly doing
all that he can to readjust army administration to more perfect and sat'stsc-tor- y
basis. A separate congressional
Investigation Is promised, but It will
hardly do more than bring1 out more In
detail what hag In general been mad
manifest by the preJi Jjirl.il commission of Investigation. B'lt mi oil's should
object to having the truth brought out
to the light of day, to the light of careful and just scrutiny, nnJ the hope Is
expressed that the truth may prevail.

Water

fVlanitou Mineral

Informa-

tion address

B.
Com'1

J.

KUHN,

Aft., El Paso, Tex.
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Five Miles up in the Air.

Two daring London aeronauts asconded SEARCH FOR CERVERA.
five milos above tho earth in a balloon
and nearly froze to death. The temperature at that height was CI degrees
bolow zero.
Tho men went In the
Correspondent's
Story of
Interest of science, and while the
What
Schley Really Did.
actual benefit of thoir trip to humanity
at large was considerable, it will not
begin to equal the great good accomplished by the medical scientist who ALLEGED DELAY AT 0IEHFUEG0S.
gave tho world Hostotter's Stomach
Hitters. Nothing to enual this remedy
has ever been discovered for ailments of He Felt Certain Cervera Wai
There,
the stomach, liver, bowels and kidneys.
but Started For Santiago Within
The Bitters are the best remedv for
Eight and u Half Hour After
indigestion, biliousness, coated tongue,
Sumption's Order Hiit Cbuhg
bad breath, sleeplessness ana nervous
For Tluit 51 noli Delay Fnlly Exness. They strengthen the brain, the
body, the nerves. They brace up tho
plained Ills Strange Order to Snii
despondent and cheer the invalid.
For Key Went at a Critical Time.
Sampson'. Report VerNii. a CorreOut
a
of
Place.
Dodging
Tight
Olmervatlons.
spondent'.
I learn, she said reproachfully, that
The nary department has inade pubyou were devoted to no fewer than five
girls before you finally proposed to me. lic parts of Admiral Sampson's report
How do I know that you didn't make
upon lust spring's naval operations iu
desperate love to all of them?
West Indian waters. Although SampI did ho replied promptly.
son makes no direct criticism of AdmiYou did she exclaimed.
You don't ral Schley, the official correspondence
Certainly! he returned.
desuppose for a minute that I would be between Sampson, Schley and the
foolhardy enough to try for such a prize partment at Washington would seem to
as you are without practicing a little show" that Schley was derelict iu his
nrst ao you. Cleveland lain Dealer.
duty on certain occasions prior to the
time he was relieved from the command
Two Pointed Questions Answered.
off Santiago
Sampson. Sampson nevWhat is tho use of making a better er criticised bySchley
officially, and the
article than your competitor if you can correspondence would never have been
not get a bettor prlco for it?
made publio had it not been for the ill
Ans. As there is no difference in the advised efforts of the zealous friends of
price the public will buy only the better, Schley to give him the entire glory of
so that while our profits may be smaller the campaign ending in the destruction
of the Spanish squadron, to the belittle-men- t
on a single sale they will be much great
of Sampson.
in
er the aggregate.
The main charges if that word may
How can you get the public to know be used
against Schley are:
your make is the best?
Flrat. That he
at ClentuuRos a
If both articles are brought promimuch longer time than was necessary without
that the Spanish tloet was not in
nently before the public both are certain dscoveriiig
that harbor.
to be tried and the public will very
Second.
That he did not goto Santiago at
quickly pass judgment on them and use once when orders to do so reached him at Cien
fuegos.
"
only the better one.
Third. That after arriving off Santiago he
turned about and started back for Key West
This explains the large sale on Chamwithout having discovered tho presence of Cer
berlain's Cough Remedy. The people vera.
have boon using it for years and have
The following recapitulation of events
found that it can always bo depended
and dates iu the cruise of the flying
upon. They may ocasslonally take up squadron by a disinterested observer
with some fashionable novelty put forth who accompanied the fleet is necessary
of these
with exaggerated claims, but are certain for a clear understanding
to return to the one romedy that they charges
Friday, May 13. Schley left Hampknow to be reliable, and for coughs,
ton Roads with the Brooklyn, MassachuIs
colds and croup there
nothing equal setts, Texas, Scorpion and collier Sterto Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. For
ling.
sale by A. C. Ireland. '
Sunday, May 15. The squadron stopped engines off Charleston bar, where
Fable of Dog.
Once upon a time a dog partook of a Schley was intercepted by a lighthouse
cake which a pretty Young Person had tender with orders from Washington to
baked and set away to cool.
proceed to Key West.
Wednesday, May 18. The squadron
Greedy beast! cried the pretty Young
Person, when sho perceived wjiat the stopped off Sand Key light, eight miles
Dog had done.
from Key West Sohloy wont into Key
Alas! exclaimed the Dog, bitterly, West on the
Scorpion to get further orSuch thanks do I get for saving human ders from
Washington. Ho protested oflife from anything but drowning!
This fablo toadies that one would best ficially against being placed under
Sampson's command. He was ordered
be useful along conventional lines.
to await the arrival of Sampson, who
Detroit Journal
was then on his way back from San
Mr. Hardin Norris, clerk of the drug Juan. Late that afternoon the New
store of R. Shoemaker, Perry, 111., says: York oame in, followed by the Iowa
"A man came Into our store the other and Dupont. An amusing incident showday and said, 'I want a bottle of that ed at onoe the latent friotion between
stuff that saves children's lives. I read Sampson and Schley The New York,
in the News about it. The children may wishing to signal the Brooklyn, wigwagged, nsiug the Brooklyn's old indiget sicV when we can not get tho doctor vidual call letter to attract her attenthe
medicine
It's
you tion. No attention whatever was paid
quick enough.
sell for croup.'" He alluded to Cham
by the Brooklyn to the signal. After 10
berlain's Cough Remedy and bought a or 15 minutes' fruitless work the New
bottle before he left the store. For sale York's signalman changed his call,
using the letter F (for flagship), whereby A. C. Ireland.
upon the Brooklyn answered at once.
How It Should Be.
Sampson sent for Schley to go aboard
Ho had been thinking deeply for sev
the New York, and Schley went. Samperal minutes.
son showed Schley the following disI cannot agree with the poet, he said patch from the navy department, which
finally, when he bewails the fact that he bad received off Cape Haitian by the
we cannot see ojrselves as others see us.
Dupont:
I think he has It all wrong.
it has Just been heard that the Spanish fleet
How would yon change it? she asked.
inanitions of war essential to the dufense
Why, I think we should rather ask have
of Havana and that the order of the Hpanish
for the power to make others seo us as fleet 18
to reach Havana or Cionfu
we see ourselves. Chicago Evening egos, a imperative
railroad port oonnected with Havana,
Post.
-

f
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Pains In tho chest when a person has
a cold indicate a tendency toward pneumonia. A piece of flannel dampened
with Chamberlain's Pain Balm and bound
on to the chest over the seat of the pain
will promptly relieve the pain and pre
vent the threatened attack of
This same treatment will cure
a lame back In a few hours. Solo by A.
C. Ireland.
pnou-monl-

Justly Offended.
No wonder the Colonel got mad. Ho
was shto in the leg at Santiago and on
coming home was deservedly a hero. He
was met by one of these fussy old chaps
who likes to hear himself talk, and who
broke out with: Why Colonel. I see that
you limp. What's the matter?
Fell out of bed! roared the Colonel.
Don't you read the papers.
Detroit Free Press.
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy can always be depended
upon and is pleasant and .safe to take.
Sold by A. C. Irelard.
Absolutely Defunct.
.,
Customer severely Do you sell dismeat
eased
here?
Butcher blandly Worse than that.
Customer excitedly Mercy on us!
How can that be possible?
Butcher confidentially The meat I
sell is dead absolutely dead, sir.
Customer sheepishly Oh. Tit Bits.

LADIEG

SO

YOO

mow

DR. FELIX LE BRUN'S
Steel S Pennyroyal Treatment
is the original and only FKENl.n
safe and reliable onre on the mar- ket. Prion, si.uu; sent uy mau-(fnnuino sold only by

Ireland's pharmacy, sole agent, Santa
Fe, N. M.

of
THE
WAY up service.
saving-

-

12.00

on eaoh ticket.

:

ment had ordered him to send Schley to
Cienfuegos with an additional armored
Vessel from his own command. Schley
thereupon gave orders to the flying
squadron to prepare to sail at once for
Cienfuegos. Sampson agreed that the
Iowa should follow immediately.
Thursday, May 19. This is the day
Cervera entered Santiago harbor. At
daylight Schley sailed with the flying
squadron from Key West for Cienfuegos,
having these instructions from Sampson:
It la unnecessary for me to say that you
should establish a blockade at Cienfuegos with
the least possible delay and that it should be
maintained as close as possible. Should the
Spanish vessels show themselves in that vicin
Hy and, finding you on the lookout, attempt
to come around the island, the east or west
&

tiago de Cuba might very well bo oorrect, s
the department stongly advises that you send
immediately by the Iowa to Schley to proceed
off Santiago de Cuba with his whole command,
leaving one small vessel off Cienfuegos, and
meanwhile the department will send the Miu
neapolis, now at St. Thomas. Auxiliary No
461 will proceed at once off Santiago to Join
Schley, who should keep up communication
via Mole, Haiti, or Cape Haitian, Haiti. If the
Iowa has gone, send order to Schley by the
fastest dispatch vessel.

The Iowa having already gone to join
Schley, Sampson sent the Marblehead
to him with these instructions:
Spanish squadron probably at Santiago
de Cuba four ships and three torpedo boat
If you are satisfied they are not
destroyers
at Cienfuegos, proceed with all dispatch, but
cautiously, to Santiago de Cuba, and if the
enemy is there blockade him in port. You
will probably and It necessary to establish
communication with some of the inhabitants-fisherm- en
or others to learn definitely that
the ships are in port, it being impossible to
see into it from the outside.
It will be noted that these instructions say "if you ara, satisfied they are

lease send me notice by the best vessel yon
ave for that purpose as to their direction,

that 1 may be prepared for them at Havana.
Schley sailed through the Yucatan
ohannel with all posEible speed. The
squadron proceeded with guns loaded
and lights ont at night, every man on not at Cienfuegos," go to Santiago.
the ships half expeoting to meet the This was just what Schley was
He was satisfied to the conSpaniards at any moment. All the time
Cervera was comfortably behind the trary, in fact. Just here comes iu the
Mono fortifications in Santiago harbor. significance of the signal fires previousmentioned. Schley, in conversation
Saturday, May 21. Course altered ly
after having received
at noon to rnn direct for Cienfuegos. The with McCalla,
Sampson's orders on the morning of
midthe
harbor
about
off
was
squadron
May 24, alluded to these signals.
night.
"Why, they are prearranged signals
Sunday, May 22. At daylight the with
the insurgents," exclaimed Mcsquadron steamed slowly toward the enCalla. "They were to show three horses
trance to the harbor, with decks cleared
by day and three fires by night on the
ready for anything that might turn up.
The Brooklyn, leading, suddenly sheered hilltop as a signal that they want to
"
off seaward, having discovered what communioate with the American ships,
didn't I know about it?" said
"Why
Was apparently a masked
battery.
Smoke was seen rising from behind the Schley.
"I don't know," replied McCalla
hills inclosing the harbor. At 8 a. m.
the squadron made a cirole in front of briefly, "but I'll go and see what they
the harbor entrance at a distance of want."
And he did,. Sohloy meanwhile waitabout a mile and a half, for the purpose
At 8 :40 o'clock McCalla
of drawing the fire of any batteries, but ing results.
there was no sign from land. Sobley returned with the news that trustworthy Cubans told him positively that
sent the Scorpion eastward toward Sanwere not there. At 4
tiago for news from our scouting vessels the Spanish ships
there. The Oupont and Iowa joined the o'olock I interviewed Schley in the
of the Brooklyn. He had already
squadron at noon. Another parade was pabin
made before the entrance, but uo Span- - given orders to his ships to prepare to'
not-sati- sfied.

side,"

At (i o'clock that evening the squadron was under way for Santiago, at
nino knots speed, with lights masked.
The Castiue was left behind to watch
Cienfuegos. Schley had been off Cienfuegos just fi(i hours, lrotn midnight on
Saturday until B p. m. on Tuesday. He
had started for Santiago 8,' hours after
receiving Sampson's orders, the intervening time being properly spent, his
frieiidn assert, in waiting for McCalla's
report from the insurgents.
Thursday, May 26. This is the day
tho flying squadron first appeared off
Santiago. The course had been kept
well outside, and we were then 30
miles offshore The Brooklyn led in a
circle inshore about opposite the harbor
entrance
At 5:20 o'clock smoke was
seen from three vessels coming rapidly
toward us, one from the east and two
from the west. In a short time the vessels were made out to be the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Yale. Tho three hud
been doing scout duty in the neighborhood of Santiago watching for Cervera.
Everybody iu the squadron waited with
great eagerness for the news. In spite
of ail statements to the contrary, each
of the three scoutships reported that
they had seen nothing of the Spanish
ships. Captain Sigsbee did not go in
and discover the Colon,' He did not report to Schley that the Spanish cruiser
was there. He reported that he had seen
nothing of Cervera's ship, as did the
commanders of the Yale and Minneapolis. No one on the American ships knew
then positively of the whereabouts of
Cervera, and, if the truth must be told,
no one went near enough to find out
The American ships held a powwow
about 20 miles out, the commanders of
the soouts going aboard the Brooklyn
In the course of
after
noon's conference of warships the Yale
drew alongside the Texas. "Have you
any news, Wise?"oalled Captain Philip
from the bridge of the Texas.
"None whatever, " replied Captain
Wise, "excopt that I firmly believe Cervera is in Santiago harbor. Moreover, 1
don't believe you can get iu there."
Captain Wise was right in both cases.
Shortly after sunset occurred the most
remarkable thing of tho naval campaign Almost without exception every
man in the squadron expected that the
next move would be a dash toward the
harbor entrance to draw the fire of the
forts, perhaps the ships who knew? In
any event to get near enough to see
what we could see. But while everybody waited, under the greatest nervous
tension that can be imagined, the
signal lights on the Brooklyn began to twinkle. Three thousand men
watched that signal with almost bated
breath. Slowly the red and white lights
unfolded the message, while everybody
spelled it out letter by letter And this
was it:
s

-t

y
a--

s

a--

s

s

"
The amazement which fell upon the
fleet cannot be described. Inoredulity,
not unmixed with auger, was the prevailing emotion. When the signal got
down to "destination Key West as soon
as collier is ready, via s , " everybody
thought it was oomiug "via Santiago"
and was a bit of pleasantry on the part
of the oommauder in chief. But no, it
was Key West, sure enough, and nobody, unless it were Schley himself,
knew whether or not Cervera was in
Santiago. The Iowa was lying within
hailing distance of the Texas. Captain
Evans called through the megaphone,
"Say, .Tack, what the devil does it
mean?"
"Beats me," replied Philip. "What
do you think?"
d if I know," Evans called
"D
back, "but I know one thing I'm the
most disgusted man afloat. "
But whatever it meant the squadron
started back toward Key West at 9:15
o'clook that evening. The St. Paul got
out lines and with the Merrimao in tow
joined the squadron in its return westward, but the Merrimao was destined to
render a greater service to the nation
perhaps than sinking herself in Santiago harbor. She simply wouldn't tow.
Four times the hawsers parted with a
report that sounded like the crack of a
Spanish gun ashore. The squadron was
making no progress. Finally Schley was
oompelled to lie to while Assistant Engineer R. K, Crank, then aoting chief
of the Merrimao, made the repairs necessary for the collier to proceed under
her own steam.
It was while waiting for this to be
done that the Harvard overhauled the
squadron with peremptory orders from
Port Antonio for Schley to maintain the
That is the service
Santiago blockade.
the Merrimao rendered the country long
before she made Hobson famous, Had
the Merrimao not broken down Schley
with his squadron would have been far
away to the westward ; the Harvard
might not have caught him or might
have missed him ; Cervera might have
oome out of Santiago undiscovered and
nnmolested. A bewildering plenty of
things might have happened.
As it was, the Harvard gave Schley
bis new orders on Friday, May 27, the
day after the squadron had started back
for Key West, if that was where Schley
really intended to go. All day Friday
the squadron lay idly about 20 miles
west of Santiago. The Texas coaled
from the Merrimac from 10:20 p. rn,
Friday nntil 11a. m. Saturday, taking
867 tons of coal. This fact is a commentary upon the following telegram sent
by Schley from Cienfuegos on May 24
to Sampson at Key West :
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THE shortest and best to St, Louis.
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Homestead Entry No. 4801.1
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Notice is hereby Riven that the following1
named settler has filed notice of his intention
to make final proof in support of his claim,
and that said proof will be node before the
register or receiver at Saiit Fe, N. M..on December 15, 1898, vizi Jose Apodaea for the
nw H of see. B. tp. 16 n, r 10 e.
He names the following; witnesses to prove
his cont inuous residence upon and cultivation
of said land, vis:
Teodoro Abeyta, Simon Apodaea, Alejandro
Abeyta, Tomas Abeyta, of Santa Fe, N. M.

ManurijH, Otrho,

Register.

I

hisoontinuousresideneeupou and cultivation

of said land, via:
Meleslo Sain, Slsto Mausanares, Jesus Ma,
Mausanares, KefngioSnis, of .Santa Fe. N. M.

Otero,
sl K. ttoelster.
,

Situated in New Mexico and Colorado,
On the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fo
and Union Pacific, Denver A, Culf

1,1,000

M. )
Nov. 11. 1898. f

Notice is herehv ortvpn thnt the fnllnwlnv.
named settler has filed rtntiee nf hia Intnutinn
to make final proof in support of his claim,
and that said proof will be made before the
register or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M on
December 21, 1898. viz: Cesario Lilian for the
e H sw 4, w H se . sec. 6, tp. 16 n, r 12 e.
He names the following- witnesses to .prove
his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land, viz :
Santiago Lilian, Albino Gonzales, Alcarlo
Armijo, of Pecos, N. M. ; Jesus Gonzales y
Roybal, of Glorieta, N, M.
MANUEL K.

OTK'-O-

,

Heoetver.

CHOICE PRAIRIE 0RM0UNTAIN GRAZING LANDS.
Well watered and with good shelter, Interspersed with
line ranches suitable for raising grain and fruits In size
of tracts t suit purchasers.
LARGER PASTURES FOR LEASE, for long terms or
years, fenced or unfenccd; shipping facilities over two

railroads.

GOLD MINES.
On this Grant near lis western boundary arc situated
the famous Gold mining Districts of Elixabcthtown and
Ilnldy, where mines have been successfully operated for tin
years, and new rich discoveries were made In 1!5 Iu lite
vicinity of the new cninps of Hematite and Harry Itliill' as
rich as any camp in Colorado, hut wilh lots of as yel
ground open to prospectors on terms similar to, and
as favorable as, the l ulled Slates Government Laws and
Regulation.

Stage leaves every morning,
Springer for these camps.

except Sundays, from
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Ho

sxpns will bs spared to mk thia fhmoui hostelrr aptotUttin
all respects.
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SYSTEM.

In tracts 20 acres and upward, wilh perpetual water
righta clicap and on easy terms of 10 annual payments
With 7 per cent Interest Alfalfa, diraiii and Fruit of nil
kinds grow to perfection.

vard reached us Fridny morning with dispatches received at Port Antonio from nnvy
department ordering us townit hero until further instructions, cruising not farther than 15
miles from Santiago. Sampson is coming
around tho east side of Cuba. It is believed
that tho Spanish fleet iu in Santiago harbor.
We will stay here until further orders as long
ss wo have coal enough left to go to Haiti,
whore we have coaling vessels at Gonaives bay.

Notice for Publication.
Homestead Entry No. 4212.
Land Office at Santa Fk, N.

Acres of Land for Sale,

FARMING LANDS UNDER IRRIGATION

f n accordance with orders wo had started for
Key West. Owing to collier's breakdown Har-

In the afternoon the squadron moved
eastward about five miles nearer Santiago and fairly well inshore. The Marblehead triod to draw the fire of the
forts, but failed. As dark fell the squadron lined up opposite the harbor entrance, about eight milos out, whore
the ships lay to all night.
Sunday, May 29. At sunrise the
sqnadron,. under the lead of the Brooklyn, made a swinging circle inshore,
and then for the first time the Spanish
fleet was "definitely located."
Right
aoross the entrance to the harbor, but
inside the Morro and Estrella battery,
lay the Colon, her white awnings glistening in contrast with her black hull,
easily distinguishable by her peculiar
rig of military mast between smoke
A little fnrthir in lay another
pipes.
cruiser, one of the Vlzcaya class. They
could be made ont easily without
glasses. Then we withdrew and took
blockading position opposite the harbor
about ten miles out. Schley sent the St.
Paul with the news to Sampson. Sampson arrived a few days later and took
command A close blockade was begun,
with the result that all the world
knows. Why Schley started on May 20
back to Key West without having learned whether or not Cervera was iu Santiago is a mystery. A biographer has
called it a "masterly stroke of strategy, "arguing that Schley meant Cervera to see the signal (made 20 miles
away) and be deceived into coming out.
The real explanation seems to be that
Schley was earnest in his belief that
Cervera really was at Cienfuegos and
not at Santiago
Suppose, his fritnds
say, that Cervera had eluded all the
American vessels and was hurrying to
Havana, where be could have crunhed
our blockading fleet (at that time) with
one blow, what then? T. M. Dieuuide
in New York Sun.

. . .

MAXWELL LAUD GRANT,

nouncement from tho flagship:

Patronage solicited
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A
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One day

on

the road

take tho Burlington's "Vostibulod Flyer."
It loaves
Denver 9:50 p. m. daljy, arrives Omaha
four next afternoon and Chicago eight
following morning. Sleepers, chair cars,
diners. Thro' sleeping and chair cars
Have ascertained thnt the Spanish squadron to Kansas City and St. Louis.
is not here, and I will move eastward tomorOur "one night on tho road'' train Is
row, communicating with you at St. Nicholas tho
Loaves Donvcr
Chicago Special.
mole. On account of short coal supply ships
cannot blockade if in- Santiago. I shall pro 9:15 a. m. and lands you in Chicago
Ono of tho fastest
4:35 next afternoon.
ceed tomorrow (36th) off Santiago, being cm
barrassed, however, by the Texas' short coal and finost trains In the world.
Write for information.
To Chicago If you

VIA THE

Lv. Chicago

Ar. Detroit

--

--

" Buffalo
" New York
" Boston -

--

12:02 noon
8:20 p. m.
5:00 a. m.
3:30 p. m.
6:50 p. m.

-

A!.,

Notice for Publication.
)

The

supply and her innbility to coal in the open
sia. 1 shall not be able to remain off thnt port
on account of general short coal supply of
squadron, so will proceed to tho vicinity of St.
Nicholas mole, where tho water is smooth and
I can coat Texas, and other ships wilh what
may remain in collier.
Saturday, May 28. At noon Commodore Sobley made this general an-

1030 17th, St., Denver.

November 25, 1898. (
Notice 1 1 hereby Riven that the following;
named settler has filed notice of his Intention
to make final proof In support of his claim,
and that said proof will be made before the
Register or Receiver at Santa Fe. N. M , on
vizi Nemeoio Armijo for the
January 4, 1899,
w M lie M. sec. 9. to. 17 n. r 10 e.
e nw
He names the following; witnesses to prove

Uahi

it beneath

his dignity to bother
about his health until
it is gone. Kven then
he only takes measures
to restore it in an in
different, contemptuous sort of way.
Men cannot learn
too soon that health
is the most important thing in life in
fact, is life. Without
it the most brilliant
man will be a failure,
and the most robust
man will rapidly be
come a physical wreck.
The man who
neglects the little headaches, the loss of
appetite and sleep, nervousness, hot flushings, cold chills, heavy head, lax muscles,
and the multitude of bad feelings that are
the herald9 of approaching sickness and
disease, must pay a tremendous penalty.
For men who suffer in this way there is
no medicine equal to Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery.
It sharpens the appetite, corrects all disorders of the digestion, invigorates the liver, makes the
of the food perfect, purifies the
blood and enriches it with the
elements that build new, healthy flesh. It
is the great blood-make- r
and
It cures 98 per cent, of all cases of consumption and is the best of all known
remedies for nervous troubles. Thousands
have told, over their own signatures, the
Btories of the wonders it has performed.
Honest dealers will not urge a substitute
for the saki of a little extra profit.
Thomas Fletcher, of Clifton Station, Fairfax
Co., Va., writes: "I suffered terrible tortures
for ten years with ' gasrralgia ' (pain iu the
I then took six bottles ol Dr. Pierce's
stomach).
Golden Medical Discovery, which completely
cured me."
When the bowels are regular the body
will feel good and the mind will be active.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant
Pellets cure constipation. One little "Pellet" is a gentle
laxative, and two a mild cathartic. They
never gripe. All good dealers sell them
and have nothing else "just as good."

O. W. Vallcry, Gen'l
'

.

ST, I.OU1S.

Mankind needs
a herald, like

s:iil for .Santiago, and I found him busi
ly examining maps of tho coast and
charts of Santiago harbor. "They say
the Spaniards are not here, "he said,
"and so we,wiil go to Santiago at once,
but I still believe Cervera is inside or
else somewhere about trying to get in-

-

TO New York and Boston
GO ask your Ticket Agent.

IS

at all hazards, and as Cienfuegos appears to
be the only port fulfilling the conditions,
Bchley, with the Brooklyn, Massachusetts and
Texas, to arrive at Key West on the morning
of the 18th, will be sent to Cienfuegos as soon
as possible.
Sampson told Schley that the depart-

ish ship or sholl came out to knock the
chip off our shoulder. Most of the officers in the squadron were firmly convinced that the Spanish ships were not
inside, but Commodore Schley was firmly convinced that they were. That night
the squadron lay off about three miles,
keeping a sharp lookout, with the Dupont patrolling inside. About midnight
three bright fires, clearly signal fires,
blazed up in a row on a hilltop to the
westward. Nobody knew what thev
were. It was the general opinion thnt
they were Spanish signals. . Perhaps,
said some, the Spanish fleet was hourly
expected at Cienfuegos, and the fires
were signals to warn it of the presence
of our ships. A few thought they might
be signals from the insurgents to us.
This may seem a trivial matter, but
really it was of the highest importance.
Had we known what those signals
were, as shall appear hereafter, Cervera
would have been discovered two days
earlier than he was and much trouble
would have been spared to Schley and
in fact the whole nation.
Monday, May 23. The squadron lay
with engines stopped off Cienfuegos, apparently waiting for something to turn
up. It should be remembered, however,
that Schley's instructions were to maintain a close blockade, and we had no
definite knowledge that the Spaniards
were not there. The collier Merrimac,
all unconscious of the gfory awaiting
her, the gunboat Castiue and the dispatch boat Hawk joined the squadron
that morning The Hawk reported to
Schley that she had heard Cervera "had
been at Santiago. " Schley argued that
the Spaniards had left there and gained
At noon
Cienfuegos before we arrived.
the British steamship Idula came in
sight and headed boldly for the harbor.
A shot from the Castiue across her bows
brought her up with a round turn Bier
captain went aboard the Brooklyn and
told Schley he wanted to go into Cienfuegos to bring out British refugees.
Schley thought he saw a chance to learn
definitely whether or not Cervera was
there, and permitted the Idula to go in.
The Idula's captain promised to come
out not later than the next morning,
but the Idula never came out at least
not until we had ail got safely away
The Idula's captain also gave Schley
some "information, " which came out
later and which still further confirmed
Schley in his mistaken beliof that the
Spanish ships were at Cienfuegos. This
"information" was a lie pure and simple. He told Sohloy that Cervera had
left Santiago on Friday
As Cervera's
ultimate destination was known to bo,
and, in fact, was, Cienfuegos, it was
reasonable to suppose, believing this
lime juicer captain, that the Spaniards
had reached that port before we got
there. Late in the afternoon Schley
made this signal to his ships:
"Reports from Jamaica say Spanish
fleet left Santiago Friday I believe it
is in Cienfuegos. I heard heavy firing
Saturday evening, which I interpret
as a welcome to Cervera's fleet. "
Nobody on the Texas had heard this
"heavy firing," and so far as I learned
nobody else on the fleet heard it, hut
Commodore Schley was so persistent in
his belief that he had caught Cervera
that he almost persuaded himself 'that
he had seen the Spanish ships.
Tuesday, May 24. The squadron
maintained its position, in column,
open order, three miles off Cienfuegos.
At 6 :05 o'clook that morning the
Eagle and Vixen arrived. At
9 o'clook Commander McCaJla of the
Marblehead went aboard the Brooklyn
and gave Schley provisional orders from
Sampson to go to Santiago. This is an
important point for the friends of Admiral Schley. It is charged that Schley
delayed an unnecessarily long time after
receiving these orders. Some writers
seem to think he got them on May 23.
He got them, as said, at 9:30 a. ni. on
May 24. To go back to the Washington
and Sampson end of the story, on May
20, the day after Cervera entered San
tiago harbor, an unconfirmed rumor to
that effect reached the navy department. The department sent this message to Sampson at Key West
The report of the Spanish fleet being at San-

Homestead Entry No. 480:1.
Land Office at Santa Fk, N.

M.,

A TRANSFER,

LUMBER AND FEED.

)

November 25, 1898. 1
Notice is hereby riven that the following-name- d
settler has filed notice of his intention
to make final proof In support of his claim,
and that said proof will be made before the
receiver at Santa Fe, N. M on
register or 1899,
vis: Nestor Kodrlgue for
January 4,
the e sw W, w H se H, seo. 9. tp. 17 n, r 10 e.
He names the following witnesses to prove
his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land, vis I
Meloslo Sals, Slsto Manaanares. Jesus Ma.
Hals, of Santa Fe. N. M.
Mnnsaiiar, Refugio
Manusii K, Oteko, Register.

COAL

Engraved Calling Cards.
Polite usagOB of society require that
engraved calling cards should bo used.
The New Mexican can furnish all the
latest designs and styles on short notice.
For Christmas nothing Is more acceptable to tho ladles than calling cards.
Call on or address tho Now Mexloau for
stylos and prices.

All kinds of Bough and Finished Lumber; Tozaa Flooring ai
tho lowest Market Price; Windows and Doors. Also carry on a
general Transfer Business and deal In Hay and Grain.

CHAS. W. DUDROW, Prop

NOW
Is the Time to Place Your Order
!'
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FUNDS.

SKA TIES

TCH

For CHRISTMAS
give size of shoe.

Roller Skating is Also Becoming the

Fad Again.

WH.GOEBEL
THE HARDWAREMA.N.

H. S.KAUNE
DEALER
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resh Oysters, Fish, Poultry of all Kinds
Received Twice a Week.
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Hero business Is conducted on Business Principles.
Here can bo Obtained Strictly First Class Goods iu the form of Liquid Refreshments
ana ugars.

W. R.

PRICE, Proprietor

Removal

wiiuam Mclvean, a civil engineer
from lied River, is down on businc
and registered at Hie Claire.
James S. Barton, representing a Kan
sas City shoe firm, is in the city on bus
iness, and registered at the Claire.
G. C. Wilcox, representing a Balti
more coffee house, is in town on bus!
ness and is a guest at the Claire.
Captain W. H. Kelly, of Las Vegas,
came over Saturday night on business
and registered at the Claire.
G. E. Seymour, a traveling man from
Kansas City, arrived Saturday night
and registered at the Claire.
Sheriff Pat Garrett, of Las duces,
was in town yesterday on business and
registered at the Claire.
H. Essinger, the Las Vegas travelln,
man, was in town yesterday and regis
tered at the Claire.
John Block, a Cienega ranchman
came over Saturday night and regis
tered at the Exchange.
A. J. Stewart, of the Upper Pecos, is
in the city after provisions. He stops at
the Bon Ton.
Warren Graham came up from Mad
rid last evening and registered at the
Bon Ton.
Amos White is visiting the city from
Las Vegas and is registered at the Bon
Ton.
George W. Sumers is a traveling man
from Denver registered at the Claire
New Church at Bland.
Presiding Elder Morrison and Rev
S. Madden, pastor of the Methodist
church In this city, have for soino time
had their spiritual vision resting on th
promising mining camp of Bland; an
the fact that there was no evangelical
church out there led them to regard th
field as "white unto the harvest,-- ' read
for the reaper. Mr. Madden has mad
several trips to Bland to look tho field
over, and Dr. Morrison has been out
there once or twice before ho and Mr
Madden drove out thero
Thursday
What was accomplished was macl
known by a telegram read in the Moth
odist church in this city last night by
Dr. Morrison who returned from liland
Saturday, leaving Mr. Madden to do tho
reaping over Sunday. They had count'
ed on ton Christian mon to start tho new
church organization, but lust as last
evenings services were commencing in
this city, Dr. Morrison read a dispatch
from Mr. Madden stating that the new
church had been organized with 3
members, with more to come, and
wound up with a hearty Amen. Tin
as the
latter sentiment was
Mr. Madden re
mossago was read.
turns early this week.

Saturday tho thermometer at the
local weather bureau registered as
follows:
Maximum temperature, 27
Opinion From Solicitor General Kegardiuc
degress at 4:00 p. m. minimum 9 dogrees
Section 1548, Compiled Laws
at s:oo a. m. The mean tcmporature
of 1897.
for the 24 hours was 18 degrees; mean
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 3, 1898. Hon
daily relative humidity, 32 per cent.
M. C. de Baca, superintendent of public
Pat Quinn, a miner aged 35, who has
instruction, city: Dear sir Your favor
boen laid up for some years with rheuma
of this date asking a construction of
tism and paralysis, died at the hospital last
section :J5, chapter 23, session laws, 1891
night, and will De mined tomorrow at si
a. in. by Undertaker Wagner from tho
"School Law," as amended by chapte
SURETY on bonds of officers and employees of banks,
Cathedral in Rosario cemetery. Tho
aw. session
laws or
BECOMES houses, railroad,
compiled as
deceased leaves a brother In California,
express and telegraph companies, officials of
section 1548,, Compiled Laws, 1897, with
who has cared for him, and who will
States, Cities and Countlos, and for contractors.
Also on bonds of
regard to the disposition of "temporary
executors, administrators, guardians, trustees, receivers, assignees, combury him.
funds for common school purposes,
mittees, and in replevin, attachment and Injunction cases, and all underSome Santa Fe people may have
with reference to whether the money
takings In judicial proceedings.
that yesterday was unpleasant,
thought
collected in any one school district un
Accepted by the United States Government as sole surety on bonds of
out it they had been further east they
distillers, collectors of customs and internal revenue gangers, storeder these sections shall be distributed
would have wished themselves back in
keepers and other Government officials and employees. Also accepted by
Santa Fe. A terrific blizzard prevailed
among all the school districts in the
Circuit and District courts of the United
judges of State courts, and of the
New
the
all
had
and
in
has
England
yesterday
my
through
'
precinct,
attention,
States.
tuo
eastern
state?
and
southern
states,
to
the
section
would
referred
say,
reply
The company does not receive money on deposit, or pay interest on
western
and the middle
states,
was construed by our supreme court in
balances, or accept business that legitimately belongs to banking instituOhio
in
and southern
noticeably
tions and trust companies.
the case of the Board of Education
Michigan, and in tho Montreal and
Tafoya, 6 New Mexico 292, in August,
Quebec provinces. Tho storm played IV. It. LAIJGIIL1N, Attorney.
189t, before it was amended by chapter
havoc with telegraph wires, and it was
not until late this morning that through
59, laws of 1893, in which it was held
was
communication
that all of the license money collected
Santa Fe climate is not to be sneezed at,
in the town of Las Vegas should go to
Thieves, hobos, bums and disreputable
the public schools of that town, and the
people generally are infecting the counreasoning of the court in that case
try between Denver and El Paso, and
would apply to the one suggested by
the longer they escape punishment the
you. It will be noticed that the original
bolder they grow. A gang of them
section 35, in the last paragraph,
WATCH WORK A HPKCIAITY
robbed the Santa Fe railroad depot safe
pressly provided tnat if there were
in Trinidad the other night of considermore than one school district in any
able money, and escaped with the boo
precinct, the amount should be divid
dle. The territorial papers are warning
ed among the several school districts,
citizens to be individually watchful, as
pro rata, while chapter 59 of the laws of
THE PIONEER
the police in the small cities do not
1893, amending that section leaves out
seem able to cope with the rascals.
that provision. This was evidently done
Engineer Gus Peterson, of the Santa
with the deliberate intent to change
Fe, who was laid off three months ago,
that portion of the law so as to give the
on account of a collision, has had his
school district within which the "tem
railroad sins forgiven and is now re
porary fund" arose the full benefit of
AND DEALER IN
instated in his old job.
of that sum, without hav14th annual session
The
of
the
journal
school
other
to
with
share it
any
ing
of the New Mexico English mission of
district within the precinct where the
the Methodist church has just been
fund originated.
published.
I would, therefore say that
of the money collected under any of the
At the Hotels.
provisions for a "temporary" school
At the Bon Ton: Irinco Salazar,
fund should be distributed to the dis
Albuquerque; A. J. Stewart, Willis;
Marcos Gonzales, Pecos; C. G. Cole
trict in which the same originated and
man, Taos; Hugh Murray,
Jemez;
that the other school districts in the
Warren
MadVld;
Joso
Graham,
precinct are not entitled to share there
Adolfo
Romero,
Tudesnue, Poioanue;
Educational Meeting.
Notice.
in.
G. McCorinick, Waldo; Amos W.
13th annual meeting of the Edu
The
is
Notice
Very respectfully,
hereby
given that tho assent
Las
Thos
White,
Morton,
Vegas;
EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
cational Association of , New Mexico in writing of the holders of
Gallup.
of
tho
Solicitor General of New Mexico.
capital stock of tho
At tho Claire: James S. Burton, will be held in the normal school room El Paso subscribed
& Northeastern Railway ComG. E. Seymour, Kansas City; G. C. at Las Vegas December 27 and 2S. The
under the laws of New
Wilcox. Baltimore; W. If. Kellv, Las officers are: C. M. Light, president, pany, organized
Fresh vaccine at Fischer's.
Mexico, to a change of the principal
Vegas; Geo W. Summers, Denver; It. Silver City; Miss Catherine Field, vice place of business
of said company from
Essinger. Las Vegas; P. F. Garrett, Las president, Albuquerque; Emma Mar tho
of Santa Fe, county of Sarita Fe,
PERSONAL MENTION.
Cruces; Thos Ryan, Denver; Win. Mc ble, secretary, Lordsburg; Miss Ander- Newcity
Mexico, to tho town of Alamogordo,
lvean, Red River; Fred. Ulnian, Chas son, treasurer,
in tho county of Dona Ana, in said terriAlbuquerque.
November Weather.
Roe, Kansas City.
The executive committee are: C. T, tory, has been obtained and filed in the
The records of the weather bureau in
At tho Exchange: John
A. Eldougli, of Denver, is a euost at
office of the secretary of such corporaBlock,
chairman, Mesilla Park; A. E.
Jordan,
Fe
for
Santa
M.
G.
month
of
the
November Cienega; J.
the Palace hotol.
D., Idaho,
Robilland,
tion; and, that said company will remove
A.
J.
East
Wood,
Bennett,
Silver,
City;
James
show
that the number of clear davs Springs:
and change its principal place of busiCrawley and family, St.
Hon. Samuel Eldodt and F. P. Crich- Las
Vegas.
Thos
was 25, partly cloudy two and cloudy Louis;
ness from said city of Santa Fe, to said
Kvan, Denver; Ed Shields,
ton went up to Chamita this morning.
Jas
Rev.
Mulllns, Burlington;
Mrs. W. T. Thornton will continue tho town 6f Alamogordo, on January 1, 1800.
.Tallies Dujrgan, of Madrid, is in town three. The warmest days of the month Bland;
Dr. A. P. Morrison, Albunucrciiio
Benjamin S. Hah.mon,
(Signed)
sale of her furniture and other
on business, and is a guest at the Palace. were the 5th and 7th, when the ther
At tho Palace: Chas T. Springer. private
household goods during tho whole of the
Secretary,
James Mtilltns, a Burlington, la., mometer registered 62 degrees; the S. T.
Por
Bent.
coldest day was on the 22d, when 12 St. Williams, Denver; L. Alexander, present week.
traveling man, is a guest at the
Joseph; Jas Duggan, Madrid; J. R.
Throe nicely furnished rooms. Endegrees was marked; the mean tem Reed,
Iowa; T. C. Fullor, North CaroNotice.
G. T. Williams, representing a Denver perature for the month was 37 degrees. lina; W. W.
quire of Mrs. DuChemln, near the
Tenn;
Murray,
Huntington,
wo
Aftor
shall
dis
1,
1800,
houso.
wholesale grocery house, is registered at The total precipitation was 0.27 inches.
Eldough, Denver; B. W. McCandless. continue January
tho issuo of coupons for silver
tlie Palace.
Atchison.
Co.
ware.
Fe
Mhiicantii.e
Santa
for
her
Pine Havanas.
Segregated Heart.
T. V. Gable left Springer yesterday $10,000
A Miss Helen V. Hertzog has sued the
NO WASTE OF WORDS.
Finest line of Havana cigars at
with his socond Jrain load of cattle of
Scheurich's.
the season for Kansas Citv.
Albuquerque Citizen for $10,000 dam
The Only First-Clas- s
Place. .
L. Alexander, lepresentlng a St. Louis ages for alleged libel, and W. I. Mitch- Evidence Which Is
a
don't
believe
If
take
at
it
to
"Oyster and Fish Bay."
the
Point
yon
t
peep
Right
Plaintiff
our suow windows, ion will soon be
jobbing houso, arrived Saturday night, ell is made
Go to the Bon Ton restaurant. They
and Reliable.
and registered at the Palace.
was engaged to Mitchell, who, it is al
convinced that wo aro all right. Call can.cook oysters and fish in any stvfo
and at reasonable prices.
Attorney Charles T. Springer arrived leged, broke off the engagement on
Judgo Frank Ives, of District court of and see us at tho Bon Ton restaurant.
,
from the north Saturday night from learning plaintiff was traveling with Crookston, Minn., says: For somo time
The
Jake
Denver and registered while in town at one L. L. Lyon, of Denver, as her
have used Stuart's Dyspepsia Tablets
Levy Tailoring Company
has received its new lino of fall and
the Palace.
ith seeming great benefit with few exc
The Citizen made some
guardian.
winter
clothing samples and can show
I have not been so free from
Judge John R. McFio returned from
remarks about the "guardian" eptions, In
tho public a nobbier, cheaper lino than
35 years.
the southern part of the territory last pithy
ndlgestion
have ever boon brought to the city
business, "hence these tears."
Georgo W. Roosevelt, U. S. consul to
night, where he had been called upon
A perfect fit guaranteed.
Brussels, Belgium: Stuart's Dyspepsia
urgent legal business.
Would be Hold Up Captured.
sate, pleasant to take, convent
ameis,
15. YV7 McCandless,
an
representing
Elder, the colored man alleged ent to carry, give keen appetite, perfect
Atchison drug house, arrived last flight toLloyd
have held up a saloon In Albuquerdigestion.
from the south, and registered at the
Mr. W. D. Tomlln, mechanical en
Palace. He wont north this morning on que the other morning, was captured
Inecr, Duluth, Minn.: Ono box oi
officers
while traveling
BOLE AGENT FOB
Friday by the
business over tho narrow gaugo.
Stuart's
Tablets has done its
(Forms to conform to Code)
President H. C. Wisner, of tho Marv on foot between Allerton and Bland. He work, andDyspepsia
I am again gaining flesh and
Paulson's Forms of Pleading,
i packing
a huge beef bone, from
Mining & Smelting Company of Cerrillos,
under the Missouri Code, have
is at the mino near Kelly 'from Detroit which he said he was endeavoring to trength.
been placed with the New MexO. E. Ransom. Hustonville. Ky.:
ican Printing Co. for sale.
looking over the property. He will be obtain sustenance. Elder walked into was distressed and annovod fortwovoars
A complete and comprehensive
n this citv later in the. week.
Mrs. the saloon at 4 a. m., masked and with
ith throwing up food, often two or
book of forms, adopted to the
Wisner is with him.
new Code of Civil Procedure
a gun, and essayed to take an indepen throo times a day; had no certainty of
In effect in New MexMo.
now
C.
C.
T.
J.
a
Fuller and dent rake-of- f
Reed,
Judges
meal it j. ato one. four
from the monte table of retaining
The trade supplied
Part 1. Ordinary Proceedings
of
the
boxes
United
court
States
of
of
tho
tablets from my druggist
Murray,
A Mi HINItl OP from one bottle
to a
$27.
He was disarmed and his mask
In
of Record. Part a.
Courts
land
nave
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